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A long time ago in a galaxy far,  
far away.... 
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It was 2011, by the way 



Pekka was teaching Empirical Software Engineering
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It was time to give us assignments

Daniel, here is your <randomly assigned> task: 
perform a review of productivity research in SE 

research.

Sure thing. 



Pekka was teaching Empirical Software Engineering
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It was time to give us assignments

Daniel, here is your <randomly assigned> task: 
perform a review of productivity research in SE 

research.

Sure thing. 

Interesting. Tell me more about it.Hey Pekka, I reviewed a gazilion of productivity 
formulas. Many of them are cool. But they all 

miss something!
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Where the heck are they taking 
the people into account?
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For example, what if I am not in 
the mood for developing?
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Yes! What if you are slightly not 
in the mood for it? What if you 

are somehow in the mood for it?
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Source: Let’s talk about feelings, Lagwagon, 1998 
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To improve Software Productivity 
and Quality, focus on people [1]

[1] Boehm, B. W., & Papaccio, P. N. (1988). Understanding and controlling software costs. IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, 14(10), 1462–1477. 
doi:10.1109/32.6191
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“People trump Process” [2]

[2] Cockburn, A., & Highsmith, J. (2001). Agile software development, the people factor. Computer, IEEE, 34(11), 131–133. doi:10.1109/2.963450
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How to verify this claim?
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How to focus on people  
in ESE Research?

Picture Credits
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[3] Scacchi, W. (1995). Understanding Software Productivity. In D. Hurley (Ed.), Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering: Trends for the Next Decade (4th 
ed., Vol. 4, p. 273).

Little is known about the productivity of individual programmers [3]
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..and anything else!
(Graziotin et al., today)

Picture Credits
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What is he thinking?

Picture Credits

Intellectual Activities
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Software Development!
is intellectual [4]

[4] Glass, R. L., Vessey, I., & Conger, S. A. (1992). Software tasks: Intellectual or clerical? 
Information & Management, 23(4), 183–191. doi:10.1016/0378-7206(92)90043-F
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Software Development!
is Cognitive [5]

Picture Credits

[5] Khan, I. A., Brinkman, W., & Hierons, R. M. (2010). Do moods affect programmers’ debug 
performance? Cognition, Technology & Work, 13(4), 245–258. doi:10.1007/
s10111-010-0164-1
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We should consult 
reference disciplines
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We should consult 
reference disciplines

Picture Credits
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.. collect “psychometrics” [6]

.. focus on Affective States 
of Software Developers [7]

Picture Credits

Empirical Software 
Engineering studies 

should..

[6] Feldt, R., Torkar, R., Angelis, L., & Samuelsson, M. (2008). Towards individualized software 
engineering. In Proceedings of the 2008 international workshop on Cooperative and human 
aspects of software engineering - CHASE ’08 (pp. 49–52). New York, New York, USA: ACM 
Press. doi:10.1145/1370114.1370127
[7] Denning, P. J. (2012). Moods. Communications of the ACM, 55(12), 33. doi:
10.1145/2380656.2380668
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Affective States!
Emotions, Moods, Feelings

Influence on:
•  cognitive activities [8]

•  working behaviors [9]

•  productivity [10]

Picture Credits

[8] Fisher, C. D., & Ashkanasy, N. M. (2000). The emerging role of emotions in work life: an 
introduction. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 21(2), 123–129. doi:10.1002/
(SICI)1099-1379(200003)21:2<123::AID-JOB33>3.0.CO;2-8
[9] Fisher, C. D., & Noble, C. (2004). A Within-Person Examination of Correlates of 
Performance and Emotions While Working. Human Performance, 17(2), 145–168. doi:
10.1207/s15327043hup1702
[10] Miner, A. G., & Glomb, T. M. (2010). State mood, task performance, and behavior at 
work: A within-persons approach. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 
112(1), 43–57. doi:10.1016/j.obhdp.2009.11.009
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Fast forward to 2012
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How do the Affective States impact on 
Skills and Productivity in Software 
Development? 

-  Affects and analytic/creative 
performance

-  Affects and self-assessed task 
productivity

of software developers

Two studies
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‣  Software developers feeling the 
most positive affects outperform 
the other developers in analytic 
performance
•  No differences regarding creativity

‣  Affects are positively correlated 
with the self-assessed productivity 
of software developers

‣  ..and other minor findings

What we found out
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ICSE



TSE



ECIS



ONWARD!





Paper writing
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ICSE



TSE



ECIS



ONWARD!*
* The premier multidisciplinary conference focused on everything to do with programming and 
software. Onward! is more radical, more visionary, and more open than other conferences



Paper writing
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ICSE



TSE



ECIS



ONWARD!





Paper writing
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Suggestions for improving
The definitions / constructs

The sample size(s)
The references
…

 Picture Credits

What did the negative 
reviews say?
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Credits unknown

What did the negative 
reviews say?

But,
most of them
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“The validity of using this kind of task to make 
implications about creativity in software development 
seems tenuous.”
“The paper fails to provide SE context and SE 
relevant results”
“Your paper does not really contribute to the 
information system field”

What did the negative 
reviews say?
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“How relevant is this manuscript to the readers of this 
periodical? Interesting - but not very relevant”
“I don't see this type of research in scope for !
Onward!* research track or software engineering 
research.”
“I view the study presented in the paper as, at best, a 
pure psychology result.”


What did the negative 
reviews say?

* The premier multidisciplinary conference focused on everything to do with programming and 
software. Onward! is more radical, more visionary, and more open than other conferences
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Let’s give a last chance to a SE venue

PROFES 2013



!






Picture Credits
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Let’s give a last chance to a SE venue

PROFES 2013!




Well received, best constructive 
reviews.

SURPRISINGLY

Picture Credits
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Back to the negative reviews
“I view the study presented in the paper as, at 
best, a pure psychology result.”

Psychology, you say?
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Back to the negative reviews
“I view the study presented in the paper as, at 
best, a pure psychology result.”

Psychology, you say?
Let’s got there.
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New Open Access journal

Biomedical research

Started by a PLOS founder

Cost-efficient

Well-indexed by prominent academic 
databases

Picture Credits

PeerJ
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Classified under “Psychiatry and 
Psychology” and “HCI”

Editors, reviewers: from Psychology

Toughest peer review process of our 
life.!

Do you want to see it?

https://peerj.com/articles/289/reviews/ 
Picture Credits

Review process
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Published in March 2014

In four weeks:

‣  5000 views

‣  1000 social networking shares

‣  Appeared worldwide in the news

Picture Credits

Review process
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As of today (six months after publication)

‣  10,285 unique Visitors

‣  13,787 Views (HTML version)

‣  670 Downloads (PDF version)

‣  3850+ primary and secondary social networking shares

‣  500+ comments in all languages

‣  99%ile of social media / news attention of all time, all 
disciplines [source]
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Mentioned
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Linked in internal networks of
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As we insisted about 
this..

J. Softw. Evol. and Proc
IEEE Software VoE



3 WIP

Picture Credits
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Tips and Tricks

‣  Needed subscriptions

•  APA PsycNET

•  Elsevier Psychology

‣  Read Wikipedia (YES!)

‣  Read (lots of) papers

‣  Ask experts

53

On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Needed subscriptions

‣  Read Wikipedia (YES!)

•  General idea

•  References

‣  Read (lots of) papers

‣  Ask experts
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On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Needed subscriptions

‣  Read Wikipedia (YES!)

‣  Read (lots of) papers
•  Takes long at the beginning, rewards a lot.

‣  Ask experts
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On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Needed subscriptions

‣  Read Wikipedia (YES!)

‣  Read (lots of) papers

‣  Ask experts

•  Authors of papers

•  Cognitive Sciences Stack Exchange

•  Researchgate

•  Tweet about this!
56

On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  This is how to get started
•  How to select the material is another story

‣  And now for something completely different
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On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Understand what you need to do
•  E.g., multiple measurements of affects related to the programming task

-  Short questionnaire, easy to be completed and repeated every 10 minutes

‣  Find your potential source

‣  Look for validations of your candidate

‣  Look for related work using the candidate
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On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Understand what you need to do

‣  Find your potential source

•  Search in academic databases
-  Use keyword learned before

•  Look for highly cited papers

‣  Look for validations of your candidate

‣  Look for related work using the candidate
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On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Understand what you need to do

‣  Find your potential source

‣  Look for validations of your candidate
•  Look for citations dealing with psychometric properties of the tool you 

need

‣  Look for related work using the candidate
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On how to get started on PsychSE



Tips and Tricks

‣  Understand what you need to do

‣  Find your potential source

‣  Look for validations of your candidate

‣  Look for related work using the candidate
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On how to get started on PsychSE
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Where are these slides?

‣  FIGSHARE link here
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